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ABSTRACT

Quantification of photoacoustic (PA) images is one of the major challenges currently being addressed in PA
research. Tissue properties can be quantified by correcting the recorded PA signal with an estimation of the
corresponding fluence. Fluence estimation itself, however, is an ill-posed inverse problem which usually needs
simplifying assumptions to be solved with state-of-the-art methods. These simplifications, as well as noise and
artifacts in PA images reduce the accuracy of quantitative PA imaging (PAI). This reduction in accuracy is
often localized to image regions where the assumptions do not hold true. This impedes the reconstruction of
functional parameters when averaging over entire regions of interest (ROI). Averaging over a subset of voxels
with a high accuracy would lead to an improved estimation of such parameters. To achieve this, we propose
a novel approach to the local estimation of confidence in quantitative reconstructions of PA images. It makes
use of conditional probability densities to estimate confidence intervals alongside the actual quantification. It
encapsulates an estimation of the errors introduced by fluence estimation as well as signal noise. We validate the
approach using Monte Carlo generated data in combination with a recently introduced machine learning-based
approach to quantitative PAI. Our experiments show at least a two-fold improvement in quantification accuracy
when evaluating on voxels with high confidence instead of thresholding signal intensity.

Keywords: confidence, uncertainty estimation, quantitative imaging

1. INTRODUCTION

Accurate signal quantification of photoacoustic (PA) images could have a high impact on clinical PA applica-
tions1,2, 3 but despite of the recent progress in the field towards quantitative PA imaging (qPAI), it still remains a
major challenge yet to be addressed.4,5, 6, 7, 8 Optical absorption can be quantitatively extracted from a recorded
PA signal by correcting it with an estimation of the light fluence. Fluence estimation is an ill-posed inverse
problem that needs simplifying assumptions to be solved with state-of-the-art methods.9 A breakdown of these
assumptions has a negative impact on the quantification result. As suggested by prior work,10,11 a better un-
derstanding of the underlying uncertainties of these methods could improve quantification accuracy. This is
especially true for machine learning methods, as the space of possible optical parameter distributions is huge
and lack of representative training data is a primary source of uncertainty.

In clinical applications, physicians need to be able to trust the quantification results, as high quantification
errors could lead to unfavourable decisions for the patient. In particular, when using the quantified signal to
derive functional parameters such as blood oxygen saturation inaccurate quantification results might lead to
misdiagnosis. One way to attenuate this risk would be to provide an estimation of confidence that reflects the
uncertainty alongside the quantification results. Such a confidence metric would provide the ability to decide
whether to trust a certain result or whether to take further diagnostic steps. In an ideal case, low confidence
values would always correspond to high quantification errors and vice versa. The estimation of uncertainty is
vastly used in applied computer sciences12,13,14,15,16,17,18 and also recently in the field of PAI,10,11,19 but it was
not shown how to use the acquired uncertainty information to improve the accuracy of quantification methods.
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In this contribution we present a confidence metric that is able to represent quantification uncertainty in
qPAI and thus makes it possible to improve accuracy by only evaluating confident quantification estimations. We
quantify optical absorption in an in silico dataset with a machine learning-based approach presented previously20

and show that using a confidence metric to threshold regions of interest can greatly improve quantification
accuracy if the evaluation is only performed on voxels with a high confidence value.

2. METHODS

We use a machine learning-based model (cf. section 2.1) to derive quantitative information of optical absorption
µa from the measured signal corresponding to the initial pressure distribution. Figure 1 illustrates that there
are two main sources of uncertainty during the quantification process: (1) aleatoric uncertainty corresponding
to noise and artifacts of the signal and (2) epistemic uncertainty referring to errors introduced by the quantifi-
cation model.12,21 As such, we propose a joint confidence metric that encompasses both epistemic as well as
aleatoric uncertainty which can be used to choose a region of interest corresponding to contain highly confident
quantification estimates only.

Figure 1. Overview over the proposed approach to confidence estimation of quantification results. A joint confidence
metric is proposed to select only the most confident quantification results for evaluation. The joint confidence is composed
of an epistemic (model based) confidence metric as well as an aleatoric confidence metric that reflects the noise of the
measured signal. In this graphic, bright and yellow colors correspond to high confidence, red tones to medium confidence,
and darker blue colors correspond to low confidence. The signal of the initial pressure distribution is quantified using a
quantification model presented in our previous work.20

2.1 Signal quantification model

Using a previously presented machine learning-based method, we estimate the fluence from a 3D signal S on
a voxel level and use this fluence estimate to correct the signal in the imaging plane.20 In this method, we
use feature vectors that encode both the 3D signal context of the PA image and the properties of the imaging
system specifically for each voxel in the imaging plane. As labels we use a fluence correction term which is
defined as φc(v) = φ(v)/φh(v), where φh(v) is a simulation based solely on a homogeneous background tissue
assumption. During training, the model is given tuples of feature vectors and corresponding labels for each
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voxel in the training dataset. For quantification of a voxel v of an unseen 3D image, the voxel-specific feature
vector is generated from the image and used to estimate the fluence φ̂(v) in that voxel with the trained model.

The absorption coefficient µ̂a(v) is then estimated with µ̂a(v) = S(v)/(φ̂(v) · Γ) where we assume a constant
Grueneisen coefficient Γ.

In this contribution, we introduce an adaptation to the previously presented quantification method in order
to be able to represent estimation uncertainty. Our implementation of this is based on the work of Feindt13 and
uses cumulative probability distribution functions (CDFs) as labels which allows calculating uncertainties in a
statistically optimal way. During training, a CDF is calculated for each original fluence correction label φc(v) and
presented to the model and when estimating previously unseen data, the model predicts a CDF corresponding to
the feature vector and an estimate of φc(v) can be reconstructed from the 50% percentile of said CDF estimation.

2.2 Confidence estimation

In machine learning applications, the main sources of uncertainty can be differentiated as aleatoric uncertainty
Ua and epistemic uncertainty Ue.

12,14,21,22 Ua describes the inherent noise and is introduced by the imaging
modality, whereas Ue represents the model uncertainty mainly introduced by invalid assumptions or the lack of
training data. In this paper we represent these uncertainties as confidence metrics C(v) on a voxel v bases, where
lower values of C(v) represent lower confidence and higher C(v) represent higher confidence in the estimates.

Like any other medical imaging modality, PAT suffers from characteristic artifacts and noise pollution of
recorded images. One way of encapsulating the noise inherent in PA images in an aleatoric confidence metric
Ca(v) is to use the inherent contrast-to-noise ratio (CNR) for example using a definition as suggested by Welvaert
and Rossel23

CNR(v) =
S(v)− µnoise

σnoise
(1)

with µnoise and σnoise being the mean and standard deviation of the background noise. We use this and calculate
the standard score normalized confidence metric Ca(v) as follows:

Ca(v) =
CNR(v)−mean(CNR)

std(CNR)
(2)

Using this definition, a low Ca(v) indicates a low contrast-to-noise ratio, which would probably lead to a high
absorption coefficient estimation error when performing fluence correction.

In contrast to Ca(v), a metric of epistemic confidence Ce(v) has to reflect the model uncertainty, for example
caused, for example, by lack of knowledge in form of labelled training data during model creation. We use two
confidence metrics to represent the epistemic uncertainty. The first is derived from the CDFs used as labels as
described in section 2.1. Here, the p0.8413 percentile and the p0.1587 percentile of the CDF are calculated and used
as the left and right error intervals to encapsulate the values within one standard deviation of the mean. Thus,
a simple measure of uncertainty derived of the error intervals is Ue1(v) = p0.8413(CDF(v))−p0.1587(CDF(v)) and
a normalized confidence metric Ce1(v) can be calculated with

Ce1(v) = −Ue1(v)−mean(Ue1)

std(Ue1)
(3)

Additionally, we use a second model to estimate the quantification performance of the proposed approach.
In this case, to estimate a confidence metric Ce2(v) for a previously unseen image, a random forest regressor is
trained on feature vectors from the same training dataset DStrain as the regressor used for estimating the optical
property of interest. However, this time the feature vectors are labeled with the relative fluence estimation error
in the training dataset DStrain:

Etrain(v) =
|φ̂(v)− φ(v)|

φ(v)
(4)
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where φ(v) is the ground truth fluence in v and φ̂(v) is the fluence estimated by the model. Normalized estimations
Êtrain(v) of this error can then be used as confidence metric Ce2(v) with

Ce2(v) = − Êtrain(v)−mean(Etrain)

std(Etrain)
(5)

where Etrain = {eφr (v′)|v′ ∈ Vtrain} is the set of all relative fluence estimation errors in DStrain with voxels Vtrain.
The parameters of the regressor for confidence estimation are set to the same values as those of the first regressor.

In order to give one global confidence estimate for a single voxel estimation, the presented metrics need to
be combined into one. As both Ce1 and Ce2 are estimates for the epistemic confidence of the machine learning
algorithm, the average of both confidence estimates is calculated and interpreted as a metric of the overall
epistemic confidence:

Ce(v) =
Ce1(v) + Ce2(v)

2
(6)

To combine the epistemic and aleatoric confidence metric into one joint confidence metric Cj , the epistemic
and aleatoric confidence measures are averaged as well. This is possible, as both Ca(v) and Ce(v) are in the
same value range after the application of standard score normalization.

Cj(v) =
Ca(v) + Ce(v)

2
(7)

2.3 Experiment

The purpose of our experiment is to validate whether incorporating the proposed confidence metric provides a
benefit in terms of fluence estimation and absorption quantification accuracy. We use an in silico dataset for
training of the machine learning algorithm. The dataset consists of multiple vessels in a homogeneous background.
In each volume there are 1−7 vessels that have a radius of 0.5−6 mm and an absorption coefficient range of 1−12
cm−1. Light propagation is simulated using an adaptation of the widely used Monte Carlo framework mcxyz by
Steve Jacques.24 After simulation of the initial pressure distribution, we apply a Gaussian noise model with an
additive component with a mean and std of 5± 5 a.u. corresponding to the average signal and a multiplicative
component of 3%. This is done to resemble the noise levels commonly seen with our PA scanner.

For the concrete implementation of the epistemic confidence we followed the suggestions by Feindt13 and use
100 sample points of the corresponding CDF as a label for the model. As the model we use the python scikit-
learn25 random forest implementation to estimate a CDF according to a given feature vector. During estimation,
the fluence value can be reconstructed from the 50% percentile of the estimated CDF. Due to the nature of our
data, we performed data augmentation by converting the label range into a logarithmic scale and sampled equally
from the resulting distribution. At sampling time, we also applied random 20% white multiplicative Gaussian
noise permutations of the feature vector for each sampled data item to prevent overfitting.

For hyperparameter adjustment, we monitor the training process on a validation dataset and report results
on a separate test dataset. We evaluate the performance of the defined confidence metrics on all voxels as well
as voxels in a certain region of interest (ROI), which is defined as all voxels within vessel structures with a CNR
>= 2 as in previous work20 where also more detailed information on the dataset simulation can be found.
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3. RESULTS

We report quantitative results for both fluence estimation as well as absorption quantification and we define the
relative fluence estimation error as eφr and the relative absorption quantification error as eµa

r . As the epistemic
confidence metric Ce should be positively correlated with the relative fluence estimation error eφr , because it is
a measure of the uncertainty introduced by the machine learning model, we first evaluate the top n % confident
samples according to Ce in section 3.1 and afterwards we evaluate the top n % confident absorption quantifica-
tions according to the joint confidence metric Cj in section 3.2. Figure 2 shows representative example images
displaying examples of the epistemic as well as the joint confidence metric from the test dataset with the overall
highest, lowest and median relative fluence estimation error in the CNR based region of interest (ROI).

(a) Image with the lowest relative error

(b) Image with median relative error

(c) Image with the highest relative error

Figure 2. Representative example images from the test dataset with the overall highest, lowest and median relative
fluence estimation error in the CNR based region of interest (ROI). From left to right: (1) the relative fluence estimation
error as well as (2) the corresponding epistemic confidence metric, (3) the relative absorption quantification error, and (4)
the corresponding joint confidence metric. In (1) and (3) the darker shades of red correspond to higher relative estimation
errors and in (2) and (4) high confidence corresponds to brighter yellow and orange colors whereas lower confidence values
correspond to darker red and purple colors.
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3.1 Epistemic confidence metric for fluence estimation

When considering all voxels, the results in this work correspond with the results presented in our previous work20

for the high noise, multivessel dataset. In evaluation of the 2.5% most confident estimations, the median relative
fluence estimation error eφr over ROI dropped by up to 12 percentage points to 12% and by up to 5 percentage
points to 0.7% when evaluating over all voxels (see figure 3).

Figure 3. Evaluation of top n percent most confident estimations only. The top scatterplot shows the distribution of the
relative estimation error in relation to the confidence measure. The boxplots demonstrate the distributions of the 2.5% to
100% most confident voxels. a) is evaluated over all voxels whereas b) shows the results when evaluating only over ROI
voxels. In both cases there is an increasing improvement when evaluating over fewer more confident estimates. The red
line represents the trendline of the data and the orange line plots the median errors.

3.2 Joint confidence metric for absorption reconstruction

The accuracy of absorption quantification is dependent on both the fluence estimation error as well as the noise
of the PA image. Due to this dependency, the quantification error should be dependent on both the epistemic
and the aleatoric confidence metrics.

We perform this evaluation by relating the relative absorption quantification error eµa
r to the joint confidence

metric Cj . When evaluating over the 2.5% most confident estimations, eµa
r over ROI voxels dropped by 24

percentage points to 17% and by 107 percentage points to 41% when evaluating over all voxels (see figure 4).

3.3 Fourfold partitioning analysis of confidence metrics

In order to gain a better understanding of the properties of the presented confidence metrics we did a fourfold
partitioning of their respective performances in the ROI (cf. fig. 5). When using the mean confidence and
the median relative error as the partitioning values, the analysis revealed that for both metrics, nearly 70%
of the tuples are either located in the high confidence low error or the low confidence high error quadrant.
The remaining 30% of tuples are distributed in the other quadrants. The calculation of the mean absorption
coefficients of each quadrant reveals that there is a positive correlation between the epistemic confidence and the
absorption coefficient in fluence estimation as well as a negative correlation between the absorption coefficient
and the absorption estimation error.
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Figure 4. Evaluation of the n percent most confident quantifications over a) all and b) ROI voxels according to the joint
confidence metric Cj . The distributions of the 2.5% to 100% most confident voxels are shown in boxplots. The red line
represents the trendline of the data and the orange line plots the median errors.

Figure 5. Fourfold partition of the (1) epistemic confidence metric and the relative fluence estimation error eφr as well as
the (2) joint confidence metric and the absorption estimation error eµa

r in the ROI. The blue line represents is positioned at
the mean confidence value and the red line is positioned at the median relative error. Nearly 70% of all tuples are located
in Q2 and Q4, while 30% are located in Q1 and Q3. The color coding of the tuples corresponds to the corresponding
optical absorption property.
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4. DISCUSSION

The presented approach to confidence estimation provides a means to combine both epistemic and aleatoric
confidences in a joint confidence metric for quantitative photoacoustic imaging. It would be a valuable tool for
providing quantification results only for voxels with low estimated error. In this context, the tradeoff between
the percentage of confident voxels and the increase in accuracy must be considered. It is worth noting that
even a small percentage of very accurately quantified voxels can be utilized to obtain an improved measure of
optical absorption or oxygenation in a region, as estimating optical and functional properties in larger regions
is common in many imaging systems (cf. e.g.26,27). Doing so can yield an improvement over the practice of
thresholding based on simply the signal intensity. In this contribution we suggest using the CNR as a metric
for the aleatoric confidence. However, it is entirely possible to also use other signal-to-noise or contrast-to-noise
metrics as defined by Welvaert and Rossel.23 Completely different approaches as described by e.g. Kendall and
Gal12 are also viable. Figure 4 shows that the joint confidence metric might not be ideal when evaluating over
all voxels and not over the pre-selected ROI. It is the intention of this project to provide thorough investigation
into this aspect in future research. This is imperative, especially considering the rise in median error just before
when evaluating on more than 2.5% but less than 10% of all voxels. This is most likely due to the fact that we
calculate the CNR using the mean and std noise of the entire image. As such, this could be improved by using a
separate noise model for each individual pixel in the imaging plane. Visualization of the joint confidence metric
in figure 2 shows that the aleatoric confidence metric seems to outweigh the model-based confidence metric.
This is understandable, as the proposed quantification strategy in fact amplifies additive noise components in
regions with a low CNR. In this context it needs to be kept in mind that there are countless possible strategies
of combining both the epistemic and aleatoric confidence metric and there may be aggregations favourable to
the one presented in this work. The fourfold partitioning analysis shows the strengths and weaknesses of the
proposed approach. The quadrants Q2 and Q4 are the quadrants representing high confidence and low error or
low confidence and high error. While most confidence-error tuples are located in these quadrants, about 30%
of all tuples are not. These are distributed into the two remaining quadrants: Q1 containing low confidence
and low error and Q3 containing high confidence and high error. Cases where high errors are assigned a high
confidence value can be very critical and thus need to be minimized. Using the joint confidence metric, these
cases could be reduced from 19% to 10% with respect to using the epistemic confidence metric only. The
proposed confidence metrics can potentially be provided in real-time, as they are directly derivable from either
the PA image or the CDF estimates. An open question for future research is how to find a means of enabling
a quantitative and data-independent interpretation of the proposed joint confidence metric. As in the currently
proposed implementation the individual metrics are normalized over the entire test set before aggregation into
the joint confidence Cj metric, the only practical approach is to consider a certain percentage of confident voxels,
regardless of their actual value. However, it would be much more convenient to be able to have a fixed value
range, wherein a certain value always corresponds to a high or low confidence estimation. This would enable
calculation of matchable certainty estimates for any new quantification result. Furthermore, it has to be analyzed
how the proposed epistemic confidence metric performs for hand-picked factitious tissue properties that were not
included in the original training set. A thorough analysis of different quantification models in combination with
the proposed confidence metrics would also be of interest.

The results of the performed experiment show that evaluation of a subset of very confident estimates can
drastically improve accuracy. The validation was performed on Monte Carlo simulated in silico data, but if our
findings hold true in vitro and in vivo, real-time provision of confidence metrics could prove to be an invaluable
tool for clinical applications of qPAI.
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